This is the only comprehensive text on Hodgkin's disease. It is written by one of the world's greatest authorities; a man who has spent his life's work on the subject and who was recently awarded the $100,000 Kettering Prize for work largely in this field. Naturally, there is some bias with a single author who has been responsible for developing first-rate studies at Stanford University on almost every major aspect of this disease during the past 20 years. The bias lends colour and flavour to the book, and in my view, does not detract from its value. The text is remarkably up-to-date, and this 2nd edition contains much more information than the first. Considerable expansion of the sections of aetiology, epidemiology, immunology and cell biology have strengthened the publication.
The book is superb value at only £30-00 and is essential reading for all who treat this disease. This is a multi-author book, principally from the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, that deals with complications of cancer patients. Inevitably the standard of the different sections is variable. The first 4 chapters are concerned with general patient care, and whilst there are several facts to be learned from this, I thought on the whole it was rather too long, and exaggerated by the addition of reference to individual patients.
The remainder of the book deals with more specific problems, and covers all aspects of common malignant diseases. The CNS aspect is perhaps over emphasised, but this does not detract from the good section on spinal metastasis. The acute and late complications with chemotherapy are comprehensively covered.
The book appears to be aimed principally at medical oncologists, and it is sad to see that the radiotherapeutic approach is not given more emphasis. I think that the book will have some appeal for those in training either in this specialty or in allied fields. The recommended purchase price does not make it very attractive but it should find a place in the relevant medical libraries.
P This is essentially a picture book, in which clinical photographs, mammograms, X-rays, specimens, cytological and histological preparations are matched and correlated. Overall the illustrations are of extremely high quality, although some of the photomicrographs are perhaps rather dark and the magnifications too low to allow full assessment.
The text, translated from the German original, is in brief sections. It is here, for British and North American readers, that the book's chief weakness is to be found, for the pathological terminology used is often not that currently in vogue in those countries; e.g. epitheliosis is used to mean in situ carcinoma on p. 83, and the description of the histology of medullary carcinoma on p. 99 is unconventional.
Whilst the book is likely to have appeal to clinicians, radiologists and pathologists, it is difficult to see for whom it is likely to have real value. I suspect that all 3 groups will be fascinated and instructed by the pictorial case records, but as the denouement of such cases is inevitably the tissue diagnosis, the practical educational value is likely to be greatest for clinicians and radiologists. In this context the textual limitations are important, for the pathological language of the book may well be at variance with that which the clinician is used to seeing in the pathological reports on his own patients.
In short, this is a beautifully produced atlas but perhaps more suited to the mammophile's coffee This book is devoted to the difficulties that the histopathologist can meet in diagnosing cancer, and is based on the author's personal experience. Material is presented on a systematic basis and is drawn from the reports issued by the University Department of Pathology, Dundee from 1948 to 1972. 390 cases are described, and the appropriateness of the histological diagnosis is reviewed in the light of subsequent clinical events. Each chapter concludes with general remarks on diagnosis and prognosis based on a selective review of the relevant literature.
As Professor Park points out in Chapter 1, this method of assessing the validity of a histological diagnosis is open to criticism and raises the whole problem of histopathological audit. In the event, he has combined followup with his own histopathological judgment in deciding whether the originally proferred diagnosis was appropriate or inappropriate. This judicial method is probably the best compromise, but unfortunately it is not always clear from the text why one diagnosis is deemed to have been inappropriate and another appropriate. Presumably the answer lies in Professor Park's reading of the sections-and therein lies the essence and the enigma of the histopathological opinion.
Most of the cases presented are well illustrated with large numbers of photomicrographs, but some are merely described, which is a disadvantage, for the histopathologist wants to see for himself, and it might have been better to present fewer, selected cases in greater detail. This latter suggestion is made because in some sections, notably that on the breast, whilst the illustrations are sufficient to set the scene, or even whet the diagnostic appetite, they are not sufficiently comprehensive to allow the reader to form his own opinion with any confidence.
A further problem arises in the chapter on lymph nodes, in which the diagnoses are presented in "old" terminology. This is fair enough in the sense that they are "old" cases and must be judged in terms of the concepts in vogue at the time when the original report was issued. But such have been the advances in this field that it would have been illuminating to present the re-assessment in a modern classification and, indeed, without any attempt to standardize the diagnostic nomenclature, it is difficult to make comparisons from case to case.
These criticisms do not, however, detract from the overall interest and value of the book. Professor Park has written a unique work which will be of great fascination to histopathologists of all levels of experience. However, it is a book of problems and atypicalities, and as such assumes that the reader already has a substantial amount of knowledge at his disposal. It is not a general text of tumour diagnosis and, indeed, is a useful antidote to the typical and easily recognized examples which are used to illustrate most text books.
All histopathologists should have access to this book and it is to be hoped that surgeons may occasionally glance at it to remind themselves that histopathologists, too, have their problems.
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